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Abstract
3-D integration presents many new opportunities for architects and embedded systems designers. However,
3-D integration has not yet been explored by the cryptographic hardware community. Traditionally, crypto coprocessors have been implemented as a separate die or by utilizing one or more cores in a chip multiprocessor.
These methods have their drawbacks and limitations in terms of tamper-resistance, side-channel immunity and
performance. In this work we propose a new class of co-processors that are “snapped-on” to the main processor
using 3-D integration, and we investigate their security ramiﬁcations. These 3-D co-processors hold many advantages
over previous implementations. This paper begins with an overview of 3-D integration and its prior applications. We
then outline security threat models relevant to crypto co-processors and discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of using a dedicated 3-D crypto co-processor compared to traditional, commodity, oﬀ-chip crypto co-processors.
We also discuss the performance improvements that can be gained from using a 3-D approach.

1

Introduction

For many systems that require strong guarantees on the integrity and secure transfer of their data, cryptography
provides ample protection. For example, servers use cryptography to transform their data into presumably unreadable formats before being transmitted through a network. However, not all organizations need the same level
of protection, and the requirements of a security system that are capable of protecting against a state-sponsored
attack are quite diﬀerent than those needed to protect against amateurs. As the necessity for secure communication
and computation increases, more and more powerful and exotic operations are needed. No single chip design will
ever simultaneously satisfy both the cost needs of the mass market and the cryptographic demands of the most
security-conscious users.
Oﬀ-chip hardware solutions have the performance beneﬁts associated with dedicated crypto hardware, and allow
co-processors to be designed with specialized physical properties (such as tamper-resistance) not possible with other
approaches. However, even well thought-out high performance hardware cryptographic solutions are plagued by
attacks that compromise the conﬁdentiality of sensitive information such as the secret keys used in cryptographic
algorithms [2]. One of the biggest problems in designing such a system is balancing security and performance.
We propose a novel method to combat the high-throughput needs of modern day cryptographic co-processors
by leveraging 3-D integration, a technology that allows vertical stacking of multiple dies to compose a single chip.
These separate dies are connected to each other through very short, very ﬁne-pitch vias that travel through the
bulk substrate of the chip, creating an incredibly high-speed interface between the two dies. 3-D integration can
provide a framework for establishing a high-bandwidth channel of communication between a main processor and
a cryptographic co-processor, to achieve gigabit performance of cryptographic algorithms. An additional beneﬁt of
the 3-D integration techniques and our proposal to place the cryptographic co-processor on a 3-D layer is that we
can also address certain high-assurance requirements. For critical applications where a security compromise cannot
be tolerated, for example, satellite communications, military or highly sensitive applications, we need cryptographic
functionality beyond commodity crypto (such as the Intel AES instruction set) and much higher levels of assurance
about the secrecy of the keys and the data. The National Security Agency’s Suite B cryptography speciﬁcation is
a prime example [31, 32]. By implementing the cryptographic functionality in a separate plane from non-security
hardware functions, we can oﬀer both a larger set of cryptographic functions and higher levels of protection that
will never be realized in a commercial product.
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Fig. 1: This ﬁgure outlines the general architecture of 3-D integrated circuits, with multiple layers being connected with
Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs). Almost all applications of 3-D chips have gravitated toward using the 3-D layer for additional
logic space and full system-on-chip implementations, or using the 3-D layer to stack extra levels of cache or main memory.

While 3-D integration easily promotes high performance computing, it has the added beneﬁt of protecting
cryptographic processes and keys from malicious processes in the same system. In this paper we are the ﬁrst to
propose using 3-D integration to include a cryptographic co-processor on a single chip to address the growing
performance and security needs of the industry (discussed in the remainder of this section), and set out to examine
3-D integration and its susceptibility to many popular attacks ranging from physical tamper to side-channel attacks.
We then describe 3-D integration and its current and proposed applications. We follow with a summary of current
hardware security attacks against information integrity, with qualitative analysis of each attack’s threat to a system
fabricated using 3-D integration. We also provide a brief discussion of the performance enhancements that can be
gained from a 3-D approach.
1.1

Industry Motivations

In the past, cryptographic co-processors were used in military applications such as secure communication links.
However, the proliferation of Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) in the ’80s introduced them to commercial
applications. Today many popular consumer devices have cryptographic processors in them, for example, smartcards for pay-TV access machines and mobile phones, lottery ticket vending machines, and various electronic
payment systems. The main reason for their use in such applications is that they hold decryption keys and provide
tamper-resistant hardware. There was very little need for high performance (throughput) in such systems, and
their most important function is tamper-resistance, i.e., the protection of the cryptographic keys from physical
attacks [38].
However, the evolution of network security requirements in the ’90s increased attention on performance. Cryptographic co-processors are expected to protect Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) keys used in web servers and provide
the performance needed by several thousands of simultaneous network connections. Network security chip designs
used in SSL boxes, enterprise VPN/ﬁrewall appliances and IPsec routers are primarily driven by three factors:
silicon integration trends, speed, and security features. The integration trend actually started at the low end, i.e.,
embedded processors with cryptographic acceleration were used in relatively low-speed connections. Since about
2005, the next step in silicon integration arrived as “integrated cryptography processors”; they combine a CPU
with memory and I/O subsystems, and gigabit encryption engines on a single die [44]. It is clear that while minimizing the complexity of cryptographic functionality is an important area of intellectual pursuit, in practice high
performance is achieved by interfacing with the data in a fast and eﬃcient manner. These highly integrated security
processors include hardware blocks that accelerate packet processing, compression, and content inspection.
These gigabit-class cryptographic co-processors coupled with the “commoditization or commercialization of
cryptography,” i.e., ﬁxing and accelerating the deployment of a subset (for example, RSA, RC4, AES, MD5, and
SHA-1 used in SSL) of cryptographic algorithms for mainstream e-commerce, are the current industrial trends.

Since performance is the main objective, higher levels of integration are useful. The rapid evolution of emerging
security applications (e.g., intrusion prevention, application-level ﬁrewalls, and anti-spam) will present challenges
because such applications require inspection of Layer 7 content. Hardware integration must signiﬁcantly increase
in order to meet such challenges. Speciﬁcally, multiple CPUs will have to interoperate to be integrated with the
gigabit cryptographic engines.
1.2

Security Considerations

While this new class of high performance cryptographic co-processors is needed to protect the conﬁdentiality of
information transmitted between computers and is designed to be resistant to attacks against the ciphers, sidechannel attacks, which threaten the implementation of the cryptographic algorithm, are often exploited. Initially
devised as a method of attack on cryptographic keys inside smart cards used in credit cards, side-channel attacks
are now clearly understood to be applicable to computer systems. Smart cards do not have their own power source,
and their architecture is quite simple; thus, they are an easy target for side-channel attacks. An adversary capable of
(even passively) observing some of its physical and electrical properties (e.g., timing and instantaneous power) can
learn signiﬁcant portions of the secret keys. The security community did not believe these attacks could be applied
to general computer systems, but a timing attack on a Web server [12] changed this perspective. Researchers showed
that such an attack could compromise remote systems over a network, which is very diﬀerent from performing sidechannel attacks on smart cards that are in the attacker’s possession. Improvements to the original remote timing
attack made it even more practical [3].
More recent work on side-channel analysis has established a new ﬁeld, micro-architectural analysis, which studies
the eﬀects of common processor components on system security [4]. Microprocessor components generate easily
observable, data-dependent eﬀects; a crypto algorithm’s execution, for example, leaves “footprints” on the persistent
state of data caches, instruction caches, and branch prediction units. These easy-to-see footprints depend on the
operations performed during execution as well the data used in them, so an adversary could break a cryptosystem
simply by running in parallel a so-called spy process to trace the footprints during or after the algorithm’s execution.
It is important to note that although spy processes run in full isolation and cannot directly read any data from the
cryptosystem, leaked footprints can lead to dramatic security breaches.
In addition, as cloud computing and virtualization techniques bring processes of diverse trustworthiness together,
micro-architectural and other types of side-channel attacks constitute serious threats. Therefore, we must design
integrated cryptographic co-processors that operate in isolation from the processes running on the CPUs. To meet
these security and performance needs, we propose using 3-D integration to develop crypto co-processors that can
be attached to a main processor in a modular yet isolated fashion. Since cryptographic co-processors are subject
to a wide variety of attacks, ranging from those that require physical access to the machine to those that can be
performed remotely, it is important to investigate the feasibility of each of these attacks on a 3-D platform. In the
following section we provide an introduction to 3-D integration, and follow with a discussion of each proven security
threat to cryptographic co-processors and analyze the susceptibility of a 3-D co-processor solution to these attacks.

2

3-D Integration

3-D integration is a relatively new IC manufacturing technology that allows several layers of silicon to be vertically
stacked to form a single chip. This provides many opportunities for system designers, as a chip can have several
simultaneous active layers of computation, as opposed to traditional “2-D” chips that have one active layer of
silicon. 3-D interconnect is one of a number of diﬀerent competing technologies, including chip-bonding, Multi-chip
Modules (MCM) [27], chip-stacking with vias [8, 13], or even wireless superconnect [29]. While chip-bonding and
MCM technology are already used in a variety of embedded contexts [1, 7], more aggressive interconnect technologies
are being heavily researched by several major industrial consortia. One of the more promising options is to connect
separate layers to each other through 3-D integration by use of high-speed Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs). TSVs
are very short, acting as a very high speed interconnect between the layers with a delay of only 12ps [26] when
traveling through a 20-layer stack.
With current TSV pitches being under 10µm [25], a chip can support several thousands of TSVs between its
layers, complementing the high speed with extremely high bus widths. The layers that make up the stack in a 3-D
chip are each fabricated separately, and then joined using one of several techniques [10] discussed in the next section.
Since each layer is printed on a diﬀerent wafer, 3-D chips may include layers of mixed process technologies and
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Fig. 2: A structural overview of a Face-to-Back 3-D conﬁguration, complete with 2 separate metal layers and Through-Silicon
vias (TSVs) traversing the bulk silicon to each die.

feature sizes. The main advantage of 3-D chips is the ability to exploit physical locality to shorten wire length, by
utilizing the third dimension of placement. This allows designers to place circuits above other circuits, rather than
being restricted to adjacent placements. Doing so allows system builders to place additional logic or resources such
as cache directly above the area of the chip that needs that resource. Since TSVs are much shorter than cross-chip
wires, 3-D chips beneﬁt both from shortened latency and lower power consumption resulting from driving wires of
decreased length.

2.1

3-D Manufacturing Techniques

3-D chips use new process technologies to make the bonding of several dies possible. To connect the separate dies
in a 3-D chip, one of several bonding methods is used. One popular method is wafer-to-wafer bonding, where an
entire wafer of homogenous dies is aligned and placed on top of another homogenous wafer containing the other
dies that are to be stacked vertically, and the wafers are bonded before the individual dies are cut. This method
is is very practical, as the alignment and bonding process is only performed once per wafer, rather than once per
chip. However, wafer-to-wafer bonding usually results in a lower yield of working 3-D chips. Alternatively, die-to-die
bonding can be performed, which does not suﬀer from the same yield issues but is more complex in nature and
more diﬃcult to complete.
In addition to yield, another area of concern surrounding 3-D integration lies in the thermal management of 3-D
chips. Due to the close proximity of components on both layers, 3-D chips run at higher temperature densities [26]
than their 2-D counterparts. Much research [35, 26, 28, 15, 18] has been conducted on thermal management for 3-D
chips, and the consensus is that a more expensive cooling solution is required.
There are also several diﬀerent die-stacking conﬁgurations available with 3-D integration. In face-to-face bonding,
the active metal layers are bonded next to each other, with the additional metal layers on each side of the newly
bonded active layers. In a face-to-face conﬁguration, TSVs connect the joined dies to the external output pins. In
face-to-back bonding, TSVs are used to connect the separate dies, and the lowest die retains its external I/O and
power connections.
Wafer thinning is one manufacturing technique that is performed for improved electrical characteristics and
physical construction of the 3-D chip [10]. Wafer thinning is performed by grinding oﬀ a large portion of the bulk
Silicon to create a very thin die. While this sometimes damages the wafer, this is counteracted by chemically and
mechanically polishing the wafer. With modern wafer thinning techniques, dies can be reduced from above 300µm
to between 10µm and 50µm.

2.2

Applications of 3-D Integration

Many diﬀerent uses of 3-D integration have been proposed, from stacking additional memory or extra levels of
cache [10, 34, 43, 24, 47, 20, 19] to stacking multiple processors [6]. These two examples exploit the full advantages of
3-D chips, as attaching additional memory can provide lower latency compared to oﬀ-chip memory, and power can
be saved because driving TSVs requires less power than long oﬀ-chip wires. One example of how 3-D integration has
already been used in the commercial market is Toshiba’s Chip Scale Camera Module (CSCM), which is a CMOS
image sensor module that is able to leverage TSVs to satisfy high-speed I/O requirements [46] while realizing a
signiﬁcant reduction in chip size. Additionally, power consumption can be lowered through this approach, as long
oﬀ-chip wires no longer have to be driven to communicate between the main processor and an oﬀ-chip sensor
module.
3-D integration has been proposed for the development of a modular “snap-on” layer, that can be optionally
placed on some chips requiring extra functionality while being omitted from other chips, speciﬁcally, an optional
introspective 3-D layer for program analysis and performance proﬁling [30]. One major ﬁnding of this work was
that less than a 2% increase in area on the base active layer is required to compensate for the TSVs needed for
the introspection layer. The modular property exhibited by this architecture enables designers to create processors
that optionally include a layer of logic when the consumer’s application needs it, but omit the layer from systems
when the consumer does not require this extra functionality. In particular, we propose the use of the optimal layer
to support cryptographic functions.
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Fig. 3: Example memory-on-logic applications of 3-D integration. Figure A shows a baseline processor with an integrated
L2 cache. Figure B shows how the footprint of the same chip can be decreased, while increasing cache performance by
exploiting the physical locality of the cache and high-speed TSV interconnect. Figure C shows another conﬁguration that
places additional cache memory on the 3-D layer to enhance performance and lower cache miss rates.

2.3

Our Proposed 3-D Integrated Crypto Co-processor

For our analysis, we propose using a modular 3-D layer to act as a crypto co-processor, and additionally be able to
safeguard against certain types of security threats. This design will also have dedicated memory in the 3-D layer
(Figure 4) that will contain classiﬁed cryptographic state and keys during computation. This design will be similar
to crypto co-processors [45] that have been proposed in the past, that are able to perform several standard crypto
algorithms and support diﬀerent key sizes. The next section outlines many threats and attacks that are associated
with secure hardware implementations and crypto co-processors, and analyzes each threat and its eﬀectiveness on
a 3-D integrated crypto co-processor.

3

Security Ramifications

A challenge in the design of cryptographic hardware is to guard against various security threats, including explicit
and implicit channels of information leakage. The traditional oﬀ-chip on-board model of cryptographic co-processors
has the advantage of its optional use in a system. However, it is still prone to certain dangers. This section discusses the security threats faced by crypto hardware designers and provides an analysis of whether a 3-D integrated
crypto co-processor alleviates such attacks. We consider the eﬀects of integrating the crypto co-processor using 3-D
integration, as well as the eﬀects of the possible security measures that can be implemented on a co-processor,
regardless of its location (whether it be on-chip, oﬀ-chip or as a 3-D plane). We base our comparison on a baseline
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Fig. 4: Our proposed 3-D cryptographic co-processor, complete with dedicated memory for crypto keys and state.

oﬀ-chip crypto co-processor, and a novel 3-D integrated crypto co-processor (Figure 4) discussed earlier that has
memory on the 3-D layer to hold keys and cryptographic state. An on-chip solution is not compared, as the modular
nature of a 3-D co-processor and an oﬀ-chip solution both allow us to meet high-assurance security needs with few
exceptions (e.g., fab milling and image capture). We review the following threats: physical tamper, memory remanence, access-driven cache side channels, time-driven cache side channels, fault analysis, electromagnetic analysis,
power analysis, and thermal analysis. In general, all of these attacks can be mitigated with a 3-D crypto solution,
although in several cases the rationale is one of impracticability as opposed to impossibility.

3.1

Physical Tamper

A certain class of security vulnerabilities and attacks is performed physically, with the device in possession or within
reach of a malicious user. This can include smart cards, personal computers, and servers, where cryptography is
performed for secure information exchange.
Threat Model: A speciﬁc physical threat to crypto co-processors is pin and bus probing, to intercept the unencrypted traﬃc between a main processor and a crypto co-processor. This provides an explicit channel of information,
compromising secret information with practically 0% error rate. This, unlike other physical-retrieval attacks (discussed in next section), is performed while the device is fully powered and operating.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: A 3-D integrated crypto co-processor can circumvent these
types of attacks, as the 2 layers of computation are bonded very tightly and have no exposed shared busses or I/O
pins to read from. The TSVs that connect the two layers are completely enclosed in the chip, giving the 3-D crypto
co-processor complete physical isolation from the outside world during powered operation.

3.2

Memory Remanence

Memory remanence threats are applicable to data that is stored in locations that assume protection from a malicious
user or volatility upon the loss of power to the system. Memory remanence threats can be classiﬁed into one of two
types, based on the nature of retrieval of the data.
Physical Retrieval: Access to data stored in internal portions of a chip has been achieved through physical probing
in a number of ways [40]. Modern devices with decreasing feature sizes, however, make this technique more diﬃcult.
An advanced method of retrieving data from an internal portion of a chip is through the use of a Focused Ion Beam
(FIB), which can use ions to mill a very small layer of a chip (∼0.1µm), exposing nanoscale devices to image
capture. Milling a chip and capturing images using an FIB can yield the data stored in a chip (usually nonvolatile
memory), regardless of its external connection design. This can be used maliciously to read a memory unit that
stores conﬁdential information that is inaccessible by traditional physical tampering alone. FIB milling can also be
used to expose new parts of the chip that are easily probed by means of physical connections.
Electrical Retrieval: While many believe DRAM is a volatile memory element, it has been shown that DRAM retains
its contents for a few seconds after a system has been powered down. Furthermore, this volatility is dependent on
temperature, as DRAM exposed to very low temperatures (-50◦ C and lower) is readable even after several minutes,
with low error rates [17]. This presents a serious security threat, as DRAM can be moved to a diﬀerent system to
have its contents read, which may include sensitive data or secret crypto keys. In addition to this threat, data stored
in SRAM has the characteristic of retaining its information when data has been stored for a prolonged amount of
time.

Threat Model: Here we will discuss the threat model and successful attacks and demonstrations with each of
these types of memory remanence.
Physical: Attempts at using a physical retrieval method have been successful, such as the full recovery of data from
a damaged nonvolatile EEPROM memory module in a crashed aircraft, using an FIB technique [42, 23].
Electrical: Several attacks [17] have been discovered, where DRAM inside a system is either read on a warm boot or
removed from a system and placed in another system to be read on a cold boot. Because of the memory remanence
properties discussed, the full contents of the DRAM can be extracted, where keys or classiﬁed data may be stored.
In one version of the attack, drive encryption methods such as Microsoft Bitlocker can be compromised. The secret
key used to encrypt the contents of the hard drive of the computer is extracted from DRAM and is used to decrypt
the sensitive data stored in the system hard drive.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: Here we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each
of these types of memory remanence with respect to a 3-D co-processor solution.
Physical: 3-D integration does not seem to help alleviate the threat of physical retrieval techniques such as FIB
milling and image capture, as a 3-D chip may only add more material that needs to be milled before an exposure
occurs. Simply fabricating a chip using 3-D integration does not enhance its ability to thwart this type of attack.
Electrical: With the framework we outlined earlier, all operations done on the 3-D crypto co-processor will have
exclusive memory to store data. This allows keys and sensitive state to be stored in a non-shared, non-removable
resource. Since the memory used in the 3-D layer will be embedded and only interface to the base computation
plane through TSVs, this threat is mitigated.
3.3

Access-Driven Cache Side-Channel Attacks

In most modern day processors, resource sharing is used to increase the throughput of the system by exploiting
instruction-level or thread-level parallelism. Unfortunately, with the increase in performance comes vulnerabilities
in the form of side-channel attacks. One attack uses the cache access patterns of cryptography software to extract
portions of the secret key, until the whole key can be constructed.
Threat Model: This threat was made evident when an attack [33] on an implementation of the RSA encryption
standard was successfully launched. The attack used shared cache memory inside a processor employing simultaneous multithreading to view the process-to-process interference to the cache. Cache line evictions dictate which
lines are being accessed, which allows a malicious thread of code to extract the cache access patterns of a victim
thread. The attack works on this premise, and was achieved by a malicious thread accessing enough data to occupy
suﬃcient space in the cache, so that when the victim thread were to access its own data, it would have to evict some
cache lines placed in the cache by the malicious code. On subsequent accesses to the cache, the malicious thread
can observe which lines had been evicted by the victim thread simply by measuring the variable access times of
each cache access. This is enough information to infer parts of the cryptographic key due of the nature of look-up
tables used by some cryptographic algorithms. The whole key can eventually be compromised with a low rate of
error.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: As stated previously, this threat is entirely made possible
because of resource sharing. A 3-D crypto co-processor has the advantage of being fabricated with its own dedicated
memory to store cryptographic state and secret keys during its operations. This would eliminate the vulnerability
of this information to cache-sharing attacks.
3.4

Time-Driven Side-Channel Attacks

In addition to observing cache access patterns of crypto software, the running time of said software can be used as
a side channel for sensitive information. Time-driven attacks on cryptosystems revolve around the underlying fact
that most crypto software has a variable execution time, due to many factors including architectural optimizations
such as cache and branch predictors. This variable execution time is dependent on the inputs, allowing one to use
this diﬀerence in execution time to aid in the retrieval of a secret key.
Threat Model: Many timing attacks have been successfully demonstrated. This concept of a time-driven implicit
channel of information was introduced when Kocher [22] showed that key retrieval was possible through measurements of crypto execution time. The work successfully demonstrated this type of attack on several diﬀerent crypto

algorithms including RSA and Diﬃe-Hellman. Another attack [9] was able to recover a full key from an AES implementation. Unlike the access-driven security threat, this attack can even be done remotely by merely invoking
a crypto operation on another machine and measuring the varying execution time.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: In order to relieve susceptibility to this threat, each crypto
operation must be uniform in execution time. Some hardware crypto solutions such as the proposed Intel AES
instructions [16] can thwart this type of attack because each AES encryption/decryption instruction has a ﬁxed
execution time. While this is not exclusive to a 3-D setup, A 3-D hardware implementation can hold the same
property, while reaping the added beneﬁts of 3-D integration.
3.5

Fault Analysis

A certain class of attacks on crypto systems takes advantage of hardware faults, which are errors in the computation
of a processor. Hardware faults can appear due to a variety of reasons (including eﬀects of high temperature,
radiation, excessive power, or faulty hardware) and can even be introduced (or “injected”) into an otherwise
fault-free system. When these faults occur during a cryptographic operation, they introduce a variability in the
computation that can be measured when compared to the same operation executed without error.
Threat Model: The ﬁrst attack to use the principle of exploiting faults in a system was introduced theoretically
in 1997 [11], when it was proven that a hardware fault could lead to the compromise of encryption schemes such
as RSA and Rabin. More recently, a successful attack [39] on AES was discovered which utilizes faults that are
induced in the state matrix. The particular faults used were caused by clock glitching, by momentarily speeding
up the clock rate fast enough to produce an erroneous value. Once these faults gave rise to variability in the state
matrix, the inter-relation between the columns of the matrix can be used to reduce the key space. The attack was
proven with an AES hardware implementation on an FPGA platform using a clock rate increase to produce the
faults. Once this is performed and the key space is reduced, a brute force attack is used to recover the full key in
under 7 minutes.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: Theoretically, fault analysis attacks can be performed on a
3-D integrated crypto co-processor. However, the very nature of fault analysis attacks relies on either a random
hardware fault occurring, or a fault being injected into the hardware. Waiting for and detecting a random fault on
any crypto co-processor seems to be very unlikely, and infeasible based on how often common AES implementions
switch their secret keys. Fault injection attacks depend on the ability to inject the faults in the ﬁrst place. However,
to the best of our knowledge, a reliable method to inject a fault into a high-performance microprocessor does not
exist. Given this fact, we suggest that a fault injection attack is not fully practical in a real world implementation
on an ASIC.
3.6

Electromagnetic Analysis

Electromagnetic (EM) side-channel attacks have a long history and “folklore” associated with them. It is wellknown and established that highly-sensitive antennas and sophisticated receivers can be used to capture data
emanating from various equipment. Defense organizations use the codename “tempest” to refer to eﬀorts to limit
the leakage of data through EM channels. The ﬁrst openly leakage of their data through EM channels. The ﬁrst
openly demonstrated EM attack on ICs and CPUs performing cryptographic computations was demonstrated in
[36] and [14] in 2001. EM signals can be recorded and later analyzed by placing tiny antennas in close proximity
to the chips and the boards being examined.
Threat Model: The early successful attacks are semi-invasive; they required the decapsulation of the chip packaging and careful placement of micro-antennas. More recent work [5] showed that EM attacks on CPUs and
cryptographic chips were also possible at a distance (a couple of meters). Also, earlier work was more concentrated
on direct emanations; it turns out such emanations from chips and boards are very hard to capture without invasive approaches. In reality, there are also unintentional emanations due to various electrical and electromagnetic
couplings between components, depending on their proximity and geometry. These couplings manifest themselves
as modulations of carrier signals generated, present or introduced within the device. If a modulated carrier can
be captured, sensitive signals can be recovered by an EM receiver tuned to the carrier frequency. Experiments
show that EM side-channels exist via Amplitude Modulation of a carrier signal. Similar to the other side-channels
(particularly, power), the compromising EM signals can be extracted using AM demodulation, and provide details
about the computation.

3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: Since the 3-D will provide a much higher level of integration,
bringing multiple CPUs, memory blocks (buﬀers, caches, registers, etc), and cryptographic engines together, we
expect that the resulting EM signals will have higher levels of superimpositions. Most successful EM attacks were
possible because compute-intensive cryptographic functions (such as modular exponentiations for RSA or point
multiplication operations for elliptic curve cryptography) were dominating the entire device in terms of energy and
time. However, in highly integrated 3-D systems multiple CPUs, memory blocks, and cryptographic engines will be
competing for spectrum in terms of their signal strength. The resulting noisy channel would require very careful
orchestration of cryptographic functions to extract a signal, reducing the likelihood of EM side-channel attacks on
3-D systems.

3.7

Power Analysis

Power analysis is by far the most successful form of side-channel attack. First, it is not invasive; a passive adversary
collects and analyzes the instantaneous power usage traces of a cryptographic device, which is generally a smart card
[21]. In the simplest form of the attack, the adversary collects and interprets the power traces, a technique called
Simple Power Analysis (SPA). A more powerful and eﬀective attack is Diﬀerential Power Analysis (DPA) in which
power traces from multiple cryptographic operations are collected and statistically analyzed to gather information
about intermediate results in a cryptographic computation. The practice of SPA and DPA over the last decade has
shown that cryptographic keys (RSA, DES, etc.) can easily be compromised using power analysis [2].
Threat Model: However, power analysis is still very diﬃcult to apply to computer systems for at least two reasons:
1) power traces are not generally available to a passive or remote adversary, 2) in a complex computer system, tens
of processes run simultaneously and aﬀect the instantaneous power. The resulting noisy channel makes it diﬃcult
to separate and analyze the signal.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: As mentioned, power analysis is an attack that is usually
launched on very simple hardware such as smart cards that use low-complexity hardware, whose power traces
can easily be analyzed to provide useful information. However, a successful power analysis attack on a complex
single-layer microprocessor has not been launched. Moreover, 3-D systems with their multiple CPU, memory, and
cryptographic engines constitute an even more complex computer system than a single-layer system. Even if an
adversary gains physical access to the device and measures and collects power traces, under normal operating
modes, it will be very diﬃcult to obtain meaningful data from this information. Similar to the EM channels, a
careful orchestration of the processes may yield meaningful data (for example, to disable all other units except a
cryptographic functional unit, and then collect power traces which would be dominated by this unit). Generally,
this is very diﬃcult to achieve.

3.8

Thermal Analysis

When high-performance processors are executing code, they expend energy in the form of heat all over the chip.
Depending on the speciﬁc instructions being executed, workload size, execution time, and chip architecture, this
can create hot spots, areas of the chip that are more active than others, and consequently at a higher temperature.
Since a processor is executing a diﬀerent program(s) with diﬀering sets of inputs at any given time, the hot spots
on the chip can vary, thus creating a “thermal proﬁle” associated with the speciﬁc program and inputs. With high
resolution thermal imaging capability, one can use these thermal proﬁles to analyze activity on the processor and
infer information about what is being executed at any given time.
Threat Model: Thermal analysis is regarded as a theoretical attack; it is rarely used against cryptographic
devices [37], as the diﬀusion of heat for processors is very limited and hard to measure accurately to launch a
practical attack.
3-D Co-processor Advantages/Disadvantages: While in theory a 3-D co-processor may still be susceptible
to thermal analysis attacks, it is unclear whether such an attack will be successful on a 3-D platform. The main
processor coupled with the co-processor may introduce enough “thermal noise” to the proﬁle to make a thermal
analysis impractical.

4

Performance Ramifications

The locality of a 3-D crypto co-processor provides various performance and power beneﬁts. In this section we outline
the performance advantages of a 3-D crypto co-processor and quantify several relevant metrics including latency
and clock speed of current competing co-processor approaches.

Co-Processor
Architecture

Power

Latency

Bandwidth

I/O Resources

Off-Chip
Co-processor

Power-hungry off-chip
buses and an additional
chip contribute to high
power usage

Very large delay between
off-chip co-processor and
CPU (>200 cycles)

Data bus widths are
limited (1- 8 bytes), at
low external clock rates
(~ 400 MHz)

I/O pins on the main
processor need to be
allocated to communicate
with co-processor

3-D Integrated
Co-processor

3-D only increases power
usage by the addition of
extra logic on an active
layer, driving short TSVs

The latency of a TSV
traversing a 20-layer
stack is only 12ps
(< 1 cycle delay)

3-D can accommodate
large bus widths (up to
128 bytes), at core clock
speed (>2 GHz)

I/O pin availability is
unaffected, as TSVs are
used as interconnect
between the active layers

Fig. 5: This table compares traditional crypto co-processors and 3-D crypto co-processors, showing the advantages and
disadvantages in terms of power, bandwidth, and delay. [26, 41].

In general, implementing security features in software is inexpensive and slow, compared to hardware solutions.
However, these performance beneﬁts diﬀer greatly between diﬀerent hardware solutions. An oﬀ-chip co-processor
has one main crippling disadvantage for its performance: power-hungry, high latency buses running at much lower
frequencies than the TSVs used in a 3-D chip. Long oﬀ-chip buses suﬀer from increased power usage, as driving
such buses consumes much more power than driving short inter-die vias in a 3-D conﬁguration. Also, these buses
must run at decreased clock speeds (Figure 5) to compensate for their increased length. This increased length, in
turn, introduces delays in the critical path of a cryptographic co-processor.
Adding to the low performance of an oﬀ-chip co-processor is the amount of available pins that may be used to
interface with a main processor, as this is usually subtracted from the main I/O pins, which are very limited in
quantity. A lower amount of pins means smaller bus widths; 3-D chips have the advantage of utilizing very ﬁne-pitch
inter-die vias and creating extremely high bandwidth buses between the dies. In fact, with chip-to-package I/O
connections currently at a pitch of 500µm and current TSVs at a pitch of 5µm, in one “pin” worth of space you
can ﬁt 10,000 TSVs – indicating the inherent advantage of the 3-D approach.

400MHz, Latency of ~200 cycles

>2GHz, Latency of ~1/20 of a cycle

Fig. 6: A comparison of the diﬀerent latency and delay characteristics of a 3-D crypto co-processor vs. an oﬀ-chip crypto
co-processor.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a novel method of optionally including a cryptographic co-processor with a commodity
microprocessor using 3-D integration, to meet the performance and security needs of government and industry,
as well as to provide functionality beyond what has been proposed in “commodity crypto” hardware. We are the

ﬁrst to propose using 3-D integration to meet these needs as well as mitigate several types of attacks to which
traditional co-processor solutions have been vulnerable in the past. We outline a wide range of security threats,
and analyze how a 3-D crypto co-processor mitigates these attacks. We ﬁnd that a 3-D crypto co-processor can
mitigate some types of board-level pin and bus probing attacks, memory remanence attacks, access-driven cache
side channel attacks, time-driven side channel attacks, electromagnetic analysis attacks, power analysis attacks,
and thermal attacks. We also outline the performance beneﬁts that can be achieved from using 3-D integration. In
the future, we hope that our work inspires new work on using 3-D integration for novel security purposes.
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